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This invention relates to the art of building structures 
and particularly concerns an auxiliary or false ceiling 
construction. 
A prime object of the present invention is to provide 

an auxiliary ceiling composed of a plurality of juxta 
posed tiles. 

Another object of the invention is to provide novel 
means for mounting the tiles. 
A further object of the invention is to form an aux 

iliary tiled ceiling with openings provided with closure 
plates, and with means in common for mounting said clo 
sure plates and for mounting lighting ?xtures on the ceil 
mg. 

It is also proposed to provide an auxiliary ceiling that 
is economical to manufacture, secure in position, and 
attractive in appearance. 
For further comprehension of the invention, and of 

the objects and advantages thereof, reference will be had 
to the following description and accompanying drawings, 
and to the appended claims in which the various novel 
features of the invention are more particularly set forth. 

In the accompanying drawings forming a material part 
of this disclosure: 

Fig. 1 is a bottom plan view of a portion of a ceiling 
embodying the invention. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view on an enlarged scale taken 
on lines 2—-2 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken on lines 3—3 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken on lines 4--4 of Fig. 1, 

showing one clip arrangement. 
Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 4 showing a modi?ed 

clip arrangement. 
Fig. 6 is a top plan view of a double length tile em 

ployed as a closure plate in the ceiling. 
Fig. 7 is a bottom plan view of another closure plate 

arrangement. ' 

Figs. 8 and 9 are sectional views taken on lines 8-8 
and 9-—9, respectively, of Fig. 7. ’ 

Fig. 10 is a sectional view on an enlarged scale taken 
on lines 10--10 of Fig. 7. 

Fig. 11 is a bottom plan view of a lighting ?xture plate 
?ush mounted in an auxiliary ceiling according to the 
invention. 

Fig. 12 is a perspective view of a channel bar em 
ployed to support tiles in the ceiling. ' 

Fig. 13 is a perspective view of one form of clip used 
for supporting a closure plate. 

Fig. 14 is a side elevational view of a bracket bar. 
Fig. 15 is a sectional view taken on lines 15—15 of 

Fig. 14. ‘ 
Fig. 16 is a sectional View taken on lines 16-16 of 

Fig. 14, the several parts being shown in exploded form. 
Fig. 17 is an elevational view of a hanger clip. 
Fig. 18 is an end view of the hanger clip. ~ 
Fig. 19 is an enlarged perspective view of a tile em 

ployed in the ceiling. 
Fig. 20 is a sectional view taken on lines 20-20 of 

Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 21 is a top plan view of one form of tile. 
Fig. 22 is a top plan view of a double length tile. 
Fig. 23 is a perspective view of a tile used as a closure 

plate. . 

Fig. 24 is a perspective view of a slat used as a spline 
in the tile assembly. 

Fig. 25 is a perspective view of a portion of a T~bar 
used in a closure plate assembly. 

Fig. 26 is a side elevational view of a modi?ed form of 
bracket bar. 

Referring to Figs. 1-4, an auxiliary ceiling made in 
accordance with the invention includes a plurality of 
square tiles 30. Each tile, as best shown in Figs. 19, 20 
and 21, has a continuous peripheral ‘groove 33 formed 
therein. The lower peripheral side portions 34 of the 
tile extend outwardly further than the upper peripheral 
side portions 36. This setback structure of the upper 
portions permits the sides of the tiles to be conveniently 
mounted on adjacent supporting channel bars 38. ' 
The structure of channel bar 38 is most clearly shown 

in Fig. 12. A single strip of sheet metal is bent to form 
a vertical wall 40 and to form a ?ange 41 extending lat 
erally in one direction from the top of wall 40 for the 
length thereof. The strip is bent and doubled upon it 
self to form a two-layer ?ange 42 at the bottom of the 
wall extending in a direction opposite to the direction 
of ?ange 41, the material of the strip continuing later 
ally of the wall 40 in the same direction as the ?ange 
41 to form a single layer ?ange 43 disposed underneath 
and spaced from the upper ?ange 41. The long free edge 
of ?ange 43 is turned upon itself as indicated at 44. The 
vertical wall 40 and upper and lower ?anges 41 and 43, 
respectively, constitute a channel structure. The ?anges 
42 and 43 ?t in opposed grooves 33 of the sides of adja 
cent tiles 30, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. Short, ?at, rec 
tangular plates or splines 29 are inserted in the grooves 
33 at the opposite ends of the tiles between channel bars 
38, as shown in Fig. 3. 
A plurality of hanger rods or bars 50 are secured in 

the roof or main ceiling 51 shown as made of concrete, 
the rods depending downward therefrom. Attached to 
the vertically disposed bars 50 are horizontally disposed 
channel bars 55. These channel bars as secured to han 
ger bars 50 by bolts 57 and nuts 58. The channel bars 
38 are removably secured to channel bars 55 by wire 
clips 60 which are best shown in Figs. 17 and 18. These 
clips are formed from a single piece of sti?ly ?exible 
wire bent to a generally U-shaped form with a straight 
bight 61 and ?ngers 62 extending forwardly from the 
legs 63. The clips are mounted over bars 55 so that the 
bights '61 overlie the tops of the bars while the legs 63 
straddle the bars. Fingers 62 engage under the ?anges 
41 of bars 38 to hold the latter bars in parallel coplanar 
disposition perpendicular to bars 55. 
A horizontally disposed ?at auxiliary ceiling is thus 

de?ned by the several tiles 30 when they are mounted 
on bars 38. The auxiliary ceiling is spaced from the 
main building ceiling 51 a distance depending on the 
length of hanger rods 50 and the width of walls 40 of 
the tile mounting bars. 
At the margins of the auxiliary ceiling, channel bars 

65 may be provided to engage and support the outer 
sides of the end tiles 30, as best shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
These bars 65 may be supported by screws 66 in the ver 
tical walls 67 of a room. 
In order to provide access to the space between the 

auxiliary ceiling and the main building ceiling 51, an 
opening is provided by means of a removable tile indi 
cated at 70, the tile serving as a closure plate. The 
dimensions of the lower peripheral portion 34 of this 
tile 70 are the same as the dimensions of the lower 
peripheral portions 34 of the other tiles 30, Groove 33, 
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however, extends only around three sides. The over 
hanging portion of the top portion 36 at one side 71 is 
omitted so that side 71 is perpendicular to the top sur 
face 72 of lower portion 34, and extends up to the top 
of the tile. A hole 73 extends through the tile near side 
71 for a purpose to be described. 
A clip 75 may be used to retain the removable tile 

70 in the auxiliary ceiling. This clip, as shown in Fig. 
4, includes a ?at rectangular plate 76 having an apere 
ture through which extends a screw 77. This screw has 
its head seated on top of the plate. A ?at leaf spring 
79 having a curved free end is attached to the plate by 
a nut 80. The curved end of the spring is arranged to 
grip the top ?ange 41 of the adjacent channel bar 383. 
The shank of the screw extends through hole 73. A cap 
nut 81 having an integrally formed ?ange 82 thereon is 
threaded on the protruding end of the shank of the screw. 
Side 71 of the tile is free of the adjacent ?ange 43a of 
channel bar 38a while the groove 33a at the opposite 
side of the tile engages ?ange 42a of the adjacent chan 
nel bar 38*’. Splines 29 are omitted at the opposite ends 
of the tile 70 so that the tile which serves ‘as a closure 
plate is releasable by unscrewing cap nut 81. This ar 
rangement provides a passage through the auxiliary 
ceiling equal to the length and width dimensions of a 
single tile 30. 

In Figs. 5 and 13 are shown another form of clip some 
what similar to clip 75. The clip 85 has an upper plate 
76' somewhat longer than plate 76. Screw 77 extends 
through plate 76’ at one end thereof and is capped by 
the removable cap nut 81. Another short screw 86 and 
nut 87 are used to secure spring 79 to plate 76'. Since 
?anges 41 all generally extend in the same direction on 
the several channel bars, this longer clip 85 is used at one 
side 88 of a tile 70a and clip 75 may be used at the other 
side 71 of the tile when the tile is to be used as a closure 
plate. In this arrangement of the tile both peripheral 
portions of top 36 which overhang the groove 33 at the 
sides of the tile are removed. 

In Figs. 1, 6 and 22 there is shown a tile indicated at 
90 of double length. This tile is arranged to serve as a 
closure plate for an opening in the ceiling twice the 
length of the opening for either closure plate 70 or plate 
70*‘. Holes 91 are provided to receive the shanks of two 
screws 77. Side 71 clears the ?anges 43 of the supporting 
channel bar 38. At the ends of the tile 90 are interposed 
?exible T-shaped connecting bars 95, as best shown in 
Fig. 25. These bars have outwardly extending lateral 
?anges 96 on the ends of the 'U-shaped body 97. The 
ends of the tile 90 are engaged by one ?ange of each bar 
95 while the other ?ange is engaged in groove 33 in the 
end of the next adjacent tile 30. Bars 95 are disposed 
between adjacent spaced bars 33. 

In Figs. 7—l0, two double length tiles 90& are used to 
serve as a closure plate for an opening in the ceiling of 
quadruple length. A hole is provided at two adjacent 
ends of these tiles through which extends the shank of 
screw 99. This screw is mounted in a bracket bar 100, 
best shown in Figs. 14-16. Bar 100 is rectangular and 
channel-shaped having leaf springs 101 supported at op 
posite ends by screws 103 and nuts 104. Opposite sides 
71 and 88 of the tile 90a are clear of the ?anges of the 
channel bars 38. This screw 99 is centrally located in 
bar 100. Nut 31 on screw 99 supports both tiles 90a at 
their abutting ends 102 as shown in Figs. 7 and 9. Clips 
95 are disposed at the outer ends 105 of tiles 90B‘ and are 
engaged in the grooves 33 of both tiles 90a and the ad 
jacent tiles 30, as best shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 

In Fig. 11, there is shown a transparent rectangular 
plate 107 which is ?ush mounted with the adjacent tiles 
30 in the auxiliary ceiling. This plate may serve as a 
cover for a lighting ?xture mounted above the plate. The 
plate may have any desired length. In the drawing the 
plate is shown as equal in length to ?ve tiles 30. 
' The plate 107 is supported at each end by the bracket 

4 
bar 108 having spaced screws 99, the nuts 81 on the 
screws 99 carried by the bracket bar supporting the plate 
and the leaf springs 101 being interlocked with the adja 
cent tiles 30. 
The several tiles 30, 90, 9011 may be formed of wood, 

?berboard, or other suitable material. They may be 
specially treated to improve their sound absorbing prop 

' ties in any conventional way. 
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While I have illustrated and described the preferred 
embodiments of my invention, it is to be understood that 
I do not limit myself to the precise constructions herein 
disclosed and that various changes and modi?cations may 
be made within the scope of the invention as de?ned in 
the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim as 

new, and desire to secure by United States Letters Patent 

1. An auxiliary ceiling, comprising a plurality of rec 
tangular tiles ?xedly disposed in a coplanar array, each 
of said tiles having a peripheral groove in opposite sides 
and ends thereof, a plurality of supporting bars for said 
tiles, each of said bars including a straight ?at vertical 
Wall, a ?at upper ?ange extending peripendicular to said 
wall at the top thereof, and a pair of ?at ?anges extending 
laterally of said wall at the bottom thereof, the opposed 
grooves in the sides of adjacent tiles receiving said pair 
of ?anges, a plurality of ?at spline plates, said spline 
plates being disposed in the grooves at the ends of adja 
cent tiles between the supporting bars, a rectangular clo 
sure plate for a passage through the array of tiles, said 
closure plate having an aperture therein, a bracket plate, 
a leaf spring secured to one end of the bracket plate, said 
leaf spring being engaged on the upper ?ange of one sup 
porting bar, a screw carried by said bracket plate and 
extending through the aperture in said closure plate, a 
?anged cap nut removably threaded on said screw be 
neath said closure plate, said closure plate having one 
ungrooved side free of the lateral ?anges of said one 
supporting bar, and a pair of generally T-shaped clips, 
said clips being disposed at opposite ends of said closure 
plate, said T-shaped clips having lateral ?anges extending 
into grooves at the opposite ends of said closure plate and 
further extending into the grooves in ends of adjacent 
tiles, said T-shaped clips each having a doubled ?exibly 
formed pedestal so that one lateral ?ange of each 
T-shaped clip can be retracted from the opposite ends of 
said closure plate. 

2. A bracket for supporting a closure plate in a tile 
ceiling carried by ?anged channel members, comprising 
a ?at elongated rectangular bar having longitudinally 
spaced threaded holes, a screw threaded in each of said 
holes with a head seated on said bar and with a shank 
having a free end extending perpendicularly to the plane 
of said bar, a ?anged cap nut removably threaded on the 
free end of the shank of one of the screws to support 
said plate a predetermined distance from said bar, a leaf 
spring having an apertured ?at portion and a curved 
free end, said apertured plate portion abutting said bar 
with the shank of another of said screws passing through 
the aperture in said plate portion, and a nut threaded on 
the shank of said other screw and securing the spring 
on the bar with said curved free end contacting the bar, 
said curved free end being bendable away from the bar 
to secure the bar adjustably on a ?ange of one of said 
?anged channel members. 

3. In a tile ceiling carried on ?anged channel mem 
bers, the combination comprising a ?at elongated rectan~ 
gular bar, a screw secured on said bar and having a shank 
extending perpendicularly to one side of the bar, a clo 
sure plate for the ceiling having an aperture therein, 
said shank having a free end extending through said aper 
ture, a ?anged cap nut removably threaded on the free 
end of the shank and supporting said closure plate a 
predetermined distance from the bar, and a leaf spring 
secured on said one side of the bar near one end thereof, 
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said spring having a curved free end normally contacting 
the bar, said curved free end being bendable away from 
the bar to mount the bar adj ustably on one of the ?anged 
channel members with said curved free end engaging 
under tension 3. ?ange of said one channel member. 

4. A bracket for supporting a closure plate in a tile 
ceiling carried by ?anged channel members, comprising 
a ?at elongated rectangular bar, a screw secured on said 
bar and having a shank extending perpendicularly to one 
side of the bar, a ?anged cap nut removably threaded on 
the free end of the shank to support said closure plate 
a predetermined distance from said bar, and a pair of 
leaf springs secured on said one side of the bar near 
opposite ends thereof, said springs each having a curved 
free end normally contacting the bar, said curved free 
end being bendable away from the bar to mount the bar 
adjustably on two of the ?anged channel members with 
the curved free ends of the springs engaging under ten 
sion ?anges of said two ?anged channel members. 

5. A ‘bracket for supporting a closure plate in a tile 
ceiling carried by ?anged channel members, comprising 
a ?at elongated rectangular bar, a pair of screws secured 
on said bar and having shanks extending perpendicularly 
to one side of a bar, a ?anged cap nut removably 
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threaded on the free end of each shank to support said 
closure plate a predetermined distance from said bar, and 
a pair of leaf springs secured to said one side of the bar 
near opposite ends thereof, said springs each having a 
curved free end normally contacting the bar, said curved 
free end being bendable away from the bar to mount the 
‘bar adjustably on two of the channel members with the 
curved free ends of the springs engaging under tension 
?anges of said two ?anged channel members. 
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